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Ideology An Introduction Terry Eagleton
This concise and highly accessible textbook outlines the principles and techniques of
storytelling. It is intended as a high-school and college-level introduction to the central
concepts of narrative theory – concepts that will aid students in developing their competence
not only in analysing and interpreting short stories and novels, but also in writing them. This
textbook prioritises clarity over intricacy of theory, equipping its readers with the necessary
tools to embark on further study of literature, literary theory and creative writing. Building
on a ‘semiotic model of narrative,’ it is structured around the key elements of narratological
theory, with chapters on plot, setting, characterisation, and narration, as well as on language
and theme – elements which are underrepresented in existing textbooks on narrative theory. The
chapter on language constitutes essential reading for those students unfamiliar with rhetoric,
while the chapter on theme draws together significant perspectives from contemporary critical
theory (including feminism and postcolonialism). This textbook is engaging and easily navigable,
with key concepts highlighted and clearly explained, both in the text and in a full glossary
located at the end of the book. Throughout the textbook the reader is aided by diagrams, images,
quotes from prominent theorists, and instructive examples from classical and popular short
stories and novels (such as Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice, Franz Kafka’s ‘The
Metamorphosis,’ J. K. Rowling’s Harry Potter, or Dostoyevsky’s The Brothers Karamazov, amongst
many others). Prose Fiction: An Introduction to the Semiotics of Narrative can either be
incorporated as the main textbook into a wider syllabus on narrative theory and creative
writing, or it can be used as a supplementary reference book for readers interested in narrative
fiction. The textbook is a must-read for beginning students of narratology, especially those
with no or limited prior experience in this area. It is of especial relevance to English and
Humanities major students in Asia, for whom it was conceived and written.
This momentous study of Benjamin's critical practice marks a sea change in Eagleton's thought.
As the subtitle suggests, its goal is not merely to contemplate Benjamin's approach to language,
history, and art but to chart a dynamic new course for contemporary socialist criticism. To do
this, Eagleton brushes Benjamin's Trauerspiel against seventeenth-century British literature,
tests his concept of the "aura" against Freud and Lacan, and undertakes his most sustained
engagement with Derrida and the political crossroads of deconstruction.
Culture is a defining aspect of what it means to be human. Defining culture and pinpointing its
role in our lives is not, however, so straightforward. Terry Eagleton, one of our foremost
literary and cultural critics, is uniquely poised to take on the challenge. In this keenly
analytical and acerbically funny book, he explores how culture and our conceptualizations of it
have evolved over the last two centuries—from rarified sphere to humble practices, and from a
bulwark against industrialism’s encroaches to present-day capitalism’s most profitable export.
Ranging over art and literature as well as philosophy and anthropology, and major but somewhat
"unfashionable" thinkers like Johann Gottfried Herder and Edmund Burke as well as T. S. Eliot,
Matthew Arnold, Raymond Williams, and Oscar Wilde, Eagleton provides a cogent overview of
culture set firmly in its historical and theoretical contexts, illuminating its collusion with
colonialism, nationalism, the decline of religion, and the rise of and rule over the
"uncultured" masses. Eagleton also examines culture today, lambasting the commodification and cooption of a force that, properly understood, is a vital means for us to cultivate and enrich our
social lives, and can even provide the impetus to transform civil society.
For a long time, the term ‘ideology’ was in disrepute, having become associated with such
unfashionable notions as fundamental truth and the eternal verities. The tide has turned, and
recent years have seen a revival of interest in the questions that ideology poses to social and
cultural theory, and to political practice. Mapping Ideology is a comprehensive reader covering
the most important contemporary writing on the subject. Including Slavoj Žižek’s study of the
development of the concept from Marx to the present, assessments of the contributions of Lukács
and the Frankfurt School by Terry Eagleton, Peter Dews and Seyla Benhabib, and essays by Adorno,
Lacan and Althusser, Mapping Ideology is an invaluable guide to the most dynamic field in
cultural theory.
The Function of Criticism
How to Read a Poem
A Very Short Introduction
Radical Sacrifice
Allegory and Ideology

Lucid, entertaining and full of insight, How To Read A Poemis designed to banish the
intimidation that too often attends thesubject of poetry, and in doing so to bring it
into the personalpossession of the students and the general reader. Offers a detailed
examination of poetic form and its relationto content. Takes a wide range of poems from
the Renaissance to the presentday and submits them to brilliantly illuminating
closesanalysis. Discusses the work of major poets, including John Milton,Alexander Pope,
John Keats, Christina Rossetti, Emily Dickinson,W.B. Yeats, Robert Frost, W.H.Auden,
Seamus Heaney, Derek Mahon,and many more. Includes a helpful glossary of poetic terms.
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Terry Eagleton is one of the most important—and most radical—theorists writing today. His
witty and acerbic attacks on contemporary culture and society are read and enjoyed by
many, and his studies of literature are regarded as classics of contemporary criticism.
In this new edition of his groundbreaking treatise on literary theory, Eagleton seeks to
develop a sophisticated relationship between Marxism and literary criticism. Ranging
across the key works of Raymond Williams, Lenin, Trotsky, Brecht, Adorno, Benjamin,
Lukacs and Sartre, he develops a nuanced critique of traditional literary criticism while
producing a compelling theoretical account of ideology. Eagleton uses this perspective to
offer fascinating analyses of canonical writers, including George Eliot, Charles Dickens,
Joseph Conrad, Henry James, T.S. Eliot, W.B. Yeats, James Joyce and D.H. Lawrence. The
new introduction sets this classic book in the context of its first appearance and
Eagleton provides illuminating reflections on the progress of literary study over the
years.
A quarter of a century on from its original publication,Literary Theory: An Introduction
still conjures thesubversion, excitement and exoticism that characterized theorythrough
the 1960s and 70s, when it posed an unprecedented challengeto the literary establishment.
Eagleton has added a new preface tothis anniversary edition to address more recent
developments inliterary studies, including what he describes as “the growthof a kind of
anti-theory”, and the idea that literary theoryhas been institutionalized. Insightful and
enlightening,Literary Theory: An Introduction remains the essential guideto the field.
25th Anniversary Edition of Terry Eagleton’s classicintroduction to literary theory First
published in 1983, and revised in 1996 to includematerial on developments in feminist and
cultural theory Has served as an inspiration to generations of students andteachers
Continues to function as arguably the definitive undergraduatetextbook on literary theory
Reissue includes a new foreword by Eagleton himself, reflectingon the impact and enduring
success of the book, and on developmentsin literary theory since it was first published
Terry Eagleton's book, in this vital new series from Blackwell, focuses on discriminating
different meanings of culture, as a way of introducing to the general reader the
contemporary debates around it.
Materialism
Tragedy
The Desire Called Utopia and Other Science Fictions
Prose Fiction: An Introduction to the Semiotics of Narrative
Sweet Violence
Cover page -- Halftitle page -- Title page -- Copyright page -- Dedication -- Contents -Preface to the Second Edition -- Preface -- ONE -- TWO -- THREE -- FOUR -- FIVE -- SIX -- SEVEN
-- EIGHT -- NINE -- TEN -- Conclusion -- Notes -- Index
The Ideology of the Aesthetic presents a history and critique of the concept of the aesthetic
throughout modern Western thought. As such, this is a critical survey of modern Western
philosophy, focusing in particular on the complex relations between aesthetics, ethics and
politics. Eagleton provides a brilliant and challenging introduction to these concerns, as
characterized in the work of Kant, Schiller, Schopenhauer, Kierkegaard, Marx, Nietzsche, Freud,
Heidegger, Lukacs, Adorno, Habermas, and others. Wide in span, as well as morally and
politically committed, this is Terry Eagleton's major work to date. It forms both an original
enquiry and an exemplary introduction.
"Ideology in Postcolonial Texts and Contexts reflects that critiques of ideological formations
occur within intersecting social, political, and cultural configurations where each position is
in itself 'ideological' - and subject to asymmetrical power relations. Postcolonialism has
become an object of critique as ideology, but postcolonial studies' highly diversified
engagement with ideology remains a strong focus that exceeds Ideologiekritik. Fourteen
contributors from North America, Africa, and Europe focus (I) on the complex relation between
postcolonialism, postcolonial theory, and conceptualizations of ideology, (II) on ideological
formations that manifest themselves in very specific postcolonial contexts, highlighting the
potential continuities between colonial and postcolonial ideology, and (III) on further
expanding and complicating the nexus of postcolonial ideology, from veiling as both ideological
practice and individual resistance to home as ideological construct; from palimpsestic readings
of colonial photography to aesthetics as ideology"-If you're looking for a field guide to leprechauns, The Truth About the Irish is not the book
for you. But if you can handle a frank and funny look into the minds and hearts of Irish people,
you've been touched by that fabled Irish luck. Covering all things Irish from Blarney to Yeats,
renowned literary and cultural critic Terry Eagleton separates the myths from the reality with
his priceless blend of sidesplitting humor, caustic commentary, and the honest lowdown on the
beloved and bewildering country of Ireland.
Culture
The Illusions of Postmodernism
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Literary Theory : An Introduction, Anniversary Ed.
Literary Theory
The English Novel
A trenchant analysis of sacrifice as the foundation of the modern, as well as the ancient, social order The modern conception of
sacrifice is at once cast as a victory of self-discipline over desire and condescended to as destructive and archaic abnegation.
But even in the Old Testament, the dual natures of sacrifice, embodying both ritual slaughter and moral rectitude, were at odds.
In this analysis, Terry Eagleton makes a compelling argument that the idea of sacrifice has long been misunderstood. Pursuing
the complex lineage of sacrifice in a lyrical discourse, Eagleton focuses on the Old and New Testaments, offering a virtuosic
analysis of the crucifixion, while drawing together a host of philosophers, theologians, and texts--from Hegel, Nietzsche, and
Derrida to the Aeneid and The Wings of the Dove. Brilliant meditations on death and eros, Shakespeare and St. Paul, irony and
hybridity explore the meaning of sacrifice in modernity, casting off misperceptions of barbarity to reconnect the radical idea to
politics and revolution.
DIV A literary master s entertaining guide to reading with deeper insight, better understanding, and greater pleasure /div
In his latest book, Terry Eagleton, one of the most celebrated intellects of our time, considers the least regarded of the virtues.
His compelling meditation on hope begins with a firm rejection of the role of optimism in life s course. Like its close relative,
pessimism, it is more a system of rationalization than a reliable lens on reality, reflecting the cast of one s temperament in
place of true discernment. Eagleton turns then to hope, probing the meaning of this familiar but elusive word: Is it an emotion?
How does it differ from desire? Does it fetishize the future? Finally, Eagleton broaches a new concept of tragic hope, in which
this old virtue represents a strength that remains even after devastating loss has been confronted. In a wide-ranging discussion
that encompasses Shakespeare s Lear, Kierkegaard on despair, Aquinas, Wittgenstein, St. Augustine, Kant, Walter
Benjamin s theory of history, and a long consideration of the prominent philosopher of hope, Ernst Bloch, Eagleton displays
his masterful and highly creative fluency in literature, philosophy, theology, and political theory. Hope without Optimism is full
of the customary wit and lucidity of this writer whose reputation rests not only on his pathbreaking ideas but on his ability to
engage the reader in the urgent issues of life. Page-Barbour Lectures
Myths of Power - Anniversary Edition sets out to interpret the fiction of the Brontë sisters in light of a Marxist analysis of the
historical conditions in which it was produced. Its aim is not merely to relate literary facts, but by a close critical examination of
the novels, to find in them a significant structure of ideas and values which related to the Brontës' ambiguous situation within
the class-system of their society. Its intention is to forge close relations between the novels, nineteenth-century ideology, and
historical forces, in order to illuminate the novels themselves in a radically new perspective. When originally published in 1975
(second edition in 1988), it was the first full-length Marxist study of the Brontës and is now reissued to celebrate 30 years since
its first publication. It includes a new Introduction by Terry Eagleton which reflects on the changes which have happened in
Marxist literary criticism since 1988, and situates this reissue of the second edition in current debates.
On Evil
Marxism and Literary Criticism
The Significance of Theory
Heathcliff and the Great Hunger
The Limits of Critique

Literature Review from the year 2012 in the subject Literature - Basics, University Hassan II. Casablanca, course:
Literary Theory, language: English, abstract: The question of “What is Literature?” has been raised so many
times, by so many scholars and researchers, yet it still remains open to discussion; since no answer seems to
encompass everything that we tend to call “literature”. In that regard, Terry Eagleton?s introduction, is one of
the most known to have tried to define “Literature”.
Ideology has never before been so much in evidence as a fact and so little understood as a concept as it is
today. In this now classic work, originally written for both newcomers to the topic and for those already familiar
with the debate, Terry Eagleton unravels the many different definitions of ideology, and explores the concept’s
torturous history from the Enlightenment to postmodernism. The book provides lucid accounts of the thought of
key Marxist thinkers, as well as of Schopenhauer, Nietzsche, Freud and the various post-structuralists. Now
updated in the light of current theoretical debates, this essential text by one of our most important contemporary
critics clarifies a notoriously confused subject. Ideology is core reading for students and teachers of literature
and politics.
A new edition of a classic treatise on literary theory seeks to develop a sophisticated relationship between
Marxism and literary criticism, evaluating the key works of such figures as Lenin, Trostsky, and Sartre as well as
canonical writers including Charles Dickens and T. S. Eliot to demonstrate how ideology can play a productive
and subversive role in literature. Reprint.
Ideology is one of the most controversial terms in the political vocabulary, exciting both revulsion and
inspiration. This book examines the reasons for those views, and explains why ideologies deserve respect as a
major form of political thinking. It investigates the centrality of ideology both as a political phenomenon and as
an organizing framework of political thought and action. It explores the changing understandings of ideology as
a concept, and the arguments of the main ideologies. By employing the latest insights from a range of
disciplines, the reader is introduced to the vitality and force of a crucial resource at the disposal of societies,
through which sense and purpose is assigned to the political world. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short
Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area.
These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine
facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly
readable.
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Mapping Ideology
Criticism and Ideology
A Frank and Funny Look
The Truth About the Irish
The Idea of Culture
Fredric Jameson takes on the allegorical form Works do not have meanings, they soak up
meanings: a work is a machine for libidinal investments (including the political kind).
It is a process that sorts incommensurabilities and registers contradictions (which is
not the same as solving them!) The inevitable and welcome conflict of interpretations - a
discursive, ideological struggle - therefore needs to be supplemented by an account of
this simultaneous processing of multiple meanings, rather than an abandonment to liberal
pluralisms and tolerant (or intolerant) relativisms. This is not a book about "method",
but it does propose a dialectic capable of holding together in one breath the
heterogeneities that reflect our biological individualities, our submersion in collective
history and class struggle, and our alienation to a disembodied new world of information
and abstraction. Eschewing the arid secularities of philosophy, Walter Benjamin once
recommended the alternative of the rich figurality of an older theology; in that spirit
we here return to the antiquated Ptolemaic systems of ancient allegory and its multiple
levels (a proposal first sketched out in The Political Unconscious); it is tested against
the epic complexities of the overtly allegorical works of Dante, Spenser and the Goethe
of Faust II, as well as symphonic form in music, and the structure of the novel,
postmodern as well as Third-World: about which a notorious essay on National Allegory is
here reprinted with a theoretical commentary; and an allegorical history of emotion is
meanwhile rehearsed from its contemporary, geopolitical context.
A brilliant introduction to the philosophical concept of materialism and its relevance to
contemporary science and culture In this eye-opening, intellectually stimulating
appreciation of a fascinating school of philosophy, Terry Eagleton makes a powerful
argument that materialism is at the center of today’s important scientific and cultural
as well as philosophical debates. The author reveals entirely fresh ways of considering
the values and beliefs of three very different materialists—Marx, Nietzsche, and
Wittgenstein—drawing striking comparisons between their philosophies while reflecting on
a wide array of topics, from ideology and history to language, ethics, and the aesthetic.
Cogently demonstrating how it is our bodies and corporeal activity that make thought and
consciousness possible, Eagleton’s book is a valuable exposition on philosophic thought
that strikes to the heart of how we think about ourselves and live in the world.
Holy Terror is a profound and timely investigation of the idea of terror, drawing upon
political, philosophical, literary, and theological sources to trace a genealogy from the
ancient world to the modern day. Rather than add to the mounting pile of political
studies of terrorism, Terry Eagleton offers here a metaphysics of terror with a serious
historical perspective. Writing with remarkable clarity and persuasive insight he
examines a concept whose cultural impact predates 9/11 by millennia. From its earliest
manifestations in rite and ritual, through the French Revolution to the 'War on Terror'
of today, terror has been regarded with both horror and fascination. Eagleton examines
the duality of the sacred (both life-giving and death-dealing) and relates it, via
current and past ideas of freedom, to the idea of terror itself. Stretching from the cult
of Dionysus to the thought of Jacques Lacan, the book takes in en route ideas of God,
freedom, the sublime, and the unconscious. It also examines the problem of evil, and
devotes a concluding chapter to the idea of tragic sacrifice and the scapegoat. Written
by one of the world's foremost cultural critics, Holy Terror is a provocative and
ambitious examination of one of the most urgent issues of our time.
The best guide available to this complex concept.
Studies in Irish Culture
William Shakespeare
Ideology
Hope without Optimism
Humour
Terry Eagleton's work has had a powerful influence in debates about the politics of literature and culture.
This book reflects the breadth of his interests. It offers a view of his career to date, raising a number of
central issues in literature, culture and politics.
DIV In this witty, accessible study, the prominent Marxist thinker Terry Eagleton launches a surprising
defense of the reality of evil, drawing on literary, theological, and psychoanalytic sources to suggest that
evil, no mere medieval artifact, is a real phenomenon with palpable force in our contemporary world. In a
book that ranges from St. Augustine to alcoholism, Thomas Aquinas to Thomas Mann, Shakespeare to the
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Holocaust, Eagleton investigates the frightful plight of those doomed souls who apparently destroy for no
reason. In the process, he poses a set of intriguing questions. Is evil really a kind of nothingness? Why
should it appear so glamorous and seductive? Why does goodness seem so boring? Is it really possible for
human beings to delight in destruction for no reason at all? /div
Written by one of the world’s leading literary theorists,this book provides a wide-ranging, accessible and
humorousintroduction to the English novel from Daniel Defoe to the presentday. Covers the works of
major authors, including Daniel Defoe,Henry Fielding, Samuel Richardson, Laurence Sterne, Walter
Scott,Jane Austen, the Brontës, Charles Dickens, George Eliot,Thomas Hardy, Henry James, Joseph
Conrad, Virginia Woolf, D.H.Lawrence and James Joyce. Distils the essentials of the theory of the novel.
Follows the model of Eagleton’s hugely popularLiterary Theory: An Introduction (Second Edition,1996).
This is a bold and original reinterpretation of almost all of Shakespeare's major plays, in the light of the
Marxist, feminist and semiotic ideas of our own time. Through a set of tenaciously detailed readings, the
book illuminates a number of persistent problems or conflicts in Shakespearean drama - in particular a
contradiction between words and things, body and language, which is also explored in terms of law,
sexuality and Nature. Language and desire, Terry Eagleton argues, are seen by Shakespeare as a kind of
'surplus' over and above the body, stable and social roles and a fixed human nature. But the attitude of
the plays to such a 'surplus' is profoundly ambivalent; if they admire it as the very source of human
creativity, they also fear its anarchic, trangressive force. Underlying such ambiguities, the book
convincingly shows, is a deeper ideological struggle, between feudalist traditionalism on the one hand,
and the emergence of new forms of bourgeois individualism on the other. This book revels how, in the
light of our own contemporary theories of language, sexuality and society, we can understand the issues
present in Shakespeare's drama which previously have remained obscure.
Holy Terror
After Theory
Why Marx Was Right
Review of Terry Eagleton's "What is Literature?"
Archaeologies of the Future
A compelling guide to the fundamental place of humour and comedy within Western culture—by one of its greatest exponents Written by
an acknowledged master of comedy, this study reflects on the nature of humour and the functions it serves. Why do we laugh? What are
we to make of the sheer variety of laughter, from braying and cackling to sniggering and chortling? Is humour subversive, or can it defuse
dissent? Can we define wit? Packed with illuminating ideas and a good many excellent jokes, the book critically examines various wellknown theories of humour, including the idea that it springs from incongruity and the view that it reflects a mildly sadistic form of
superiority to others. Drawing on a wide range of literary and philosophical sources, Terry Eagleton moves from Aristotle and Aquinas to
Hobbes, Freud, and Bakhtin, looking in particular at the psychoanalytical mechanisms underlying humour and its social and political
evolution over the centuries.
In this brilliant critique, Terry Eagleton explores the origins and emergence of postmodernism, revealing its ambivalences and
contradictions. Above all he speaks to a particular kind of student, or consumer, of popular "brands" of postmodern thought.
The golden age of cultural theory (the product of a decade and a half, from 1965 to 1980) is long past. We are living now in its
aftermath, in an age which, having grown rich in the insights of thinkers like Althusser, Barthes and Derrida, has also moved beyond
them. What kind of new, fresh thinking does this new era demand? Eagleton concludes that cultural theory must start thinking ambitiously
again - not so that it can hand the West its legitimation, but so that it can seek to make sense of the grand narratives in which it is now
embroiled.
Why do critics feel impelled to unmask and demystify the works that they read? What is the rationale for their conviction that language is
always withholding some important truth, that the critic's task is to unearth what is unsaid, naturalized, or repressed? These are the
features of critique, a mode of thought that thoroughly dominates academic criticism. In this book, Rita Felski brilliantly exposes critique's
more troubling qualities and proposes alternatives to it. Critique, she argues, is not just a method but also a sensibility--one best captured by
Paul Ricoeur's phrase "the hermeneutics of suspicion." As the characteristic affect of critique, suspicion, Felski shows, helps us understand
critique's seductions and limitations. The questions that Felski poses about critique have implications well beyond intramural debates
among literary scholars. Literary studies, says Felski, is facing a legitimation crisis thanks to a sadly depleted language of value that leaves
the field struggling to find reasons why students should care about Beowulf or Baudelaire. Why is literature worth bothering with? For
Felski, the tendencies to make literary texts the object of suspicious reading or, conversely, impute to them qualities of critique, forecloses
too many other possibilities. Felski offers an alternative model that she calls "postcritical reading." Rather than looking behind the text for
its hidden causes, conditions, and motives, she suggests that literary scholars place themselves in front of a text, reflecting on what it calls
forth and makes possible. Here Felski enlists the work of Bruno Latour to rethink reading as a co-production between actors, rather than
an unraveling of manifest meaning, a form of making rather than unmaking. As a scholar with an abiding respect for theory who has
long deployed elements of critique in her own work, Felski is able to provide an insider's account of critique's limits and alternatives that
will resonate widely in the humanities.
An Introduction
Walter Benjamin, Or, Towards a Revolutionary Criticism
A Marxist Study of the Brontës
The Idea of the Tragic
The Ideology of the Aesthetic
In an age of globalization characterized by the dizzying technologies of the First World, and the social
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disintegration of the Third, is the concept of utopia still meaningful? Archaeologies of the Future, Jameson's
most substantial work since Postmodernism, Or, the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism, investigates the
development of this form since Thomas More, and interrogates the functions of utopian thinking in a postCommunist age. The relationship between utopia and science fiction is explored through the representations of
othernessalien life and alien worldsand a study of the works of Philip K. Dick, Ursula LeGuin, William Gibson,
Brian Aldiss, Kim Stanley Robinson and more. Jameson's essential essays, including "The Desire Called Utopia,"
conclude with an examination of the opposing positions on utopia and an assessment of its political value
today.Archaeologies of the Future is the third volume, after Postmodernism and A Singular Modernity, of
Jameson's project on the Poetics of Social Forms.
No Marketing Blurb
This work explores the interrelation of Irish political history and Irish literature. It discusses a host of unusual
topics, from Shaw and science and Irish attitudes, to nature and the question of language, and a full-scale
investigation of the Celtic revival.
Terry Eagleton's Tragedy provides a major critical and analytical account of the concept of 'tragedy' from its
origins in the Ancient world right down to the twenty-first century. A major new intellectual endeavour from one
of the world's finest, and most controversial, cultural theorists. Provides an analytical account of the concept of
'tragedy' from its origins in the ancient world to the present day. Explores the idea of the 'tragic' across all
genres of writing, as well as in philosophy, politics, religion and psychology, and throughout western culture.
Considers the psychological, religious and socio-political implications and consequences of our fascination with
the tragic.
A Study in Marxist Literary Theory
Myths of Power
Ideology in Postcolonial Texts and Contexts
How to Read Literature
`Marxism and Literary Criticism is amazingly comprehensive for its brief format. Eagleton has been able to sum up the main areas of Marxist criticism in
the West today.' |I Times Literary Supplement
A new account of tragedy and its fundamental position in Western culture In this compelling account, eminent literary critic Terry Eagleton explores the
nuances of tragedy in Western culture—from literature and politics to philosophy and theater. Eagleton covers a vast array of thinkers and practitioners,
including Nietzsche, Walter Benjamin, and Slavoj Žižek, as well as key figures in theater, from Sophocles and Aeschylus to Shakespeare and Ibsen.
Eagleton examines the political nature of tragedy, looking closely at its connection with periods of historical transition. The dramatic form originated not as
a meditation on the human condition, but at moments of political engagement, when civilizations struggled with the conflicts that beset them. Tragedy,
Eagleton demonstrates, is fundamental to human experience and culture.
This collection of readings on the concept of ideology is brought together by the Marxist critic, Terry Eagleton. His introduction traces the historical
evolution of ideology and examines in a more theoretical style the various meanings of the word and their significance. The readings begin with the first
English translations of some of the writing of the French founder of the concept in the eighteenth century. They then move from the enlightenment to Hegel
and Marxism, with particular emphasis on Marx and Engels themselves. They also look at other eighteenth-century traditions of thought such as Nietzche
and Freud. All the readings are theoretical rather than examples of `ideology at work' and will be of interest to undergraduate students of cultural, political
and historical studies concerned with ideology, as well as students of English literature.
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